STD CAMPAIGN/EVENT IDEAS

1. KNOW YOUR CONDOM DISTRIBUTORS

This campaign gives a face to the teachers/nurses who distribute condoms on high school campuses

FOR INFORMATION ON WHO YOUR CAMPUS DISTRIBUTOR IS, CONTACT:

LAUSD Nursing
(213) 202-7525

District Nursing
(213) 202-7580

CAMPAIGN ACTIONS

• Tabling fair at lunch with campus distributors, with information handed out about condom distribution locations

Tip: Invite the Wellness Center Health Educator to provide more info on other services offered at the WC!

ONLINE RESOURCES:

• For more information for teachers and adult allies view our page

• To find a clinic/order condoms

(Note: Teen Source site only offers how to order condoms and must be pre-approved by principal. Teens cannot distribute condoms)
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**BEAUTIFICATION/DAY OF ACTION**

Create a school specific path to wellness—so all students can easily find their way to the wellness center!

**CAMPAIGN ACTIONS**

- Students and adult ally should discuss beautification ideas/flyers with Principal and facilities, and should include them in design phases.
- LAUSD can help with funding/development of graphics that can be stenciled/stickered on ground to lead to WC, or with posters/flyers

**CONTACTS FOR COLLABORATION:**

- Wellness Center contact person/youth engagement staff for each overseeing WC organization
- Healthy Start Coordinator for each school
- LAUSD Health Education Programs to coordinate development and/or marketing materials/graphics

* Billie Dawn Greenblatt, MPH  
(213) 241-3510  
billiedawn@thelatrust.org

**ONLINE RESOURCES:**

- Wellness center information and nearby care/services

**CLICK HERE: WELLNESS CENTERS**
GET TESTED DAY

Coordinate with WC and health classes/ PE classes to have a “Get Tested” day where everyone who wants to can go get tested for STDs.

CAMPAIGN INFO

PPLA can help support with tabling materials, knowledge for students putting on tabling events for increasing testing and informing about what to expect

- Stickers, posters, PA message ideas
- Games/ quizzes
- Linkages to resources
- Linkages to social media for further follow-up

CONTACTS FOR COLLABORATION:

- Contact WC Coordinator and Wellness Coordinator to create tabling team.
- PLANNED PARENTHOOD LOS ANGELES (PPLA)
  Edith Ramirez, Community Engagement & Marketing Specialist
  (213) 284-3200
  edith.ramirez@pp-la.org

ONLINE RESOURCES:

- Find a clinic and learn more
- What to expect with puberty
- More info about sexual health

CLICK HERE: TEEN SOURCE
CLICK HERE: PLANNED PARENTHOOD LA
CLICK HERE: LGBT PERSPECTIVE- SCARLETEEN
CLICK HERE: US CDC
CLICK HERE: PROJECT U
HEALTHY RELATIONSHIPS

Provide information for setting a precedent for healthy relationships and supporting peers in assistance seeking.

CAMPAIGN ACTIONS

- Resource Fair/ lunch tabling— counselors on hand to give information on dating violence, prevention and assistance available.
- Peace Over Violence can offer assistance with tabling, give-aways and coordinating advocacy efforts for anyone who might need assistance.
  - Health Fair Tabling
  - Lunch-time tabling
  - Classroom presentations
  - Special workshops for parents

CONTACTS FOR COLLABORATION:

- Contact school mental health/ counselors on each campus
- Contact Healthy Start Coordinator on each campus
- Peace Over Violence
  Ana Arias
  (213) 955-9090 ext. 157
  anaa@peaceoverviolence.org
  www.peaceoverviolence.org

Note: REQUESTS FOR IN PERSON ASSISTANCE FROM PEACE OVER VIOLENCE HAS TO BE DONE ONLINE: http://www.peaceoverviolence.org/education/presentations/

ONLINE RESOURCES:

- Peace Over Violence
- East LA Women’s Center
- RAPE & BATTERING CRISIS HOTLINE
  626.793.3385
  310.392.8381
  213.626.3393
  SPANISH: (800) 585-6231

CLICK HERE: POV
CLICK HERE: ELAWC

The L.A. Trust
STUDENT HEALTH = STUDENT SUCCESS
LGBTQ INCLUSIVITY/
KNOW YOUR SAFE SPACE

Sometimes, schools can feel unwelcoming to LGBTQ students, and it is important to create a safe and supportive environment and to foster an culture of inclusivity.

CAMPAIGN ACTIONS

- Volunteer day of or join a walking group for AIDS Walk LA (October 23, 2016)
- Speak to counseling center and collaborate on tabling day. Contact GSA Club Advisor and include GSA in tabling

CONTACTS FOR COLLABORATION:

- **LAUSD Health Education Programs** for Professional Development and Peer Health Ambassador trainings, Project U Summit. Other trainings by request. *Billie Dawn Greenblatt, MPH*
  (213) 241-3510
  billiedawn@thelatrust.org

- **LAUSD Human Relations, Diversity, and Equity** for conflict resolution. Click here for website. *Judy Chiasson, PhD*
  (213) 241-5626
  judy.chiasson@lausd.net

- **Essential Access Health** for Professional Development training *Sarah Roush, MSPH*
  SRoush@essentialaccess.org

EAH: Providing Inclusive Care to LGBTQ Patients Resource Guide (click here)

ONLINE RESOURCES:

- AIDS Walk LA
- Safe Space Kit
- GSA Info/How to start a GSA
- Suicide Prevention
- Being an Ally/Building Safe Spaces
- CDC on LGBT Health

ADDIONAL RESOURCES FOR LGBTQ TEENS

- **CLICK HERE: VOLUNTEER @ AIDS WALK**
- **CLICK HERE: GLSEN SAFE SPACE**
- **CLICK HERE: GSA**
- **CLICK HERE: TREVOR PROJECT**
- **CLICK HERE: ADVOCATES FOR YOUTH**
- **CLICK HERE: CDC**

- **CLICK HERE: KNOW YOUR RIGHTS**
- **CLICK HERE: PP- GENDER & IDENTITY**
MINOR CONSENT: KNOW YOUR RIGHTS
Informing students about their rights on campus and how to access confidential care and free services.

CONTACTS FOR COLLABORATION:
- Contact Wellness Center contact person / youth engagement staff for each overseeing WC organization
- Contact Healthy Start Coordinator for each school
- UCLA AMP! / Sex Squad (Fremont, Manual Arts & Crenshaw Only)
  Bobby Gordon
  (310) 794-9058
  robert.gordon@arts.ucla.edu
  www.artglobalhealth.org/amp/
- For Know Your Rights Poster and Postcards
  Juan Carmen, Children’s Hospital LA
  jcarmen@chla.usc.edu
- For LAUSD Resource Guide for distribution
  Billie Dawn Greenblatt, MPH
  (213) 241-3510
  billiedawn@thelatrust.org

CAMPAIGN ACTIONS
- Tabling event with educational info and games related to wellness center, health, and minor consent
  - Invite peer health educators, nurse, WC staff, Healthy Start coordinator, & mental health, to table and offer giveaways
  - Include key messages from the L.A. Trust in education pieces on table
- Include key teachers and staff (i.e. nurse, health teacher) to help students id safe spaces
- Rights posters placed around campus to inform youth
- UCLA AMP! can offer games and ideas for other locations with arts based education / interventions to increase testing rates.
  - Health Fair Tabling: games, skits
  - Lunch-time tabling
  - Creating Sex-squads on campus

ONLINE RESOURCES:
- Minor Consent Video by LAUSD Students
- UCLA AMP! / Sex Squad

CLICK HERE: VIDEOS
CLICK HERE: UCLA